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Standard operation of the reversed-field pinch displays 
intermittent relaxation events, known as sawteeth, 

that drives the plasma to a preferred current profile. 

• Typical RFP magnetic geometry is susceptible to resistive 
tearing modes resonant across the plasma

• RFP dynamo can be understood using mean-field theory

• Resistive MHD models only have one dynamo term present
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In the two-fluid model, an additional Hall dynamo term 
is present in Ohm's Law which becomes important 

when ion and electron dynamics decouple.

• The generalized Ohm's Law in the two-fluid model is

• Hall dynamo term arises from correlations of fluctuating 
current and magnetic field

• Hall dynamo is observed in MST

at the reversal surface

• Magnetic field is frozen into the

electron fluid
Dynamo measurements near the 
reversal surface (r/a=0.83) in MST 
(Kuritsyn et al. 2009)
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The Hall dynamo implies a corresponding Maxwell 
stress in the ion force balance, and tearing modes are 
now understood to transport current and momentum.

• Two-fluid ion momentum equation

• The fluctuation induced Reynolds

stress nearly balances the Maxwell

stress in experiment

• Natural coupling between parallel

current relaxation and parallel

flow relaxation
Stresses and flows near the 
reversal surface (r/a=0.83) in MST 
(Kuritsyn et al. 2009)
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The parallel flow profile flattens during a relaxation 
event and numerical simulations qualitatively 

reproduced this behavior with a two-fluid model.

• Averaging over a relaxation event, there is net momentum 
generated consistent with experiment

• However, in these simulations the current was parallel to 
the magnetic field but in experiment it is anti-parallel

Multi-helicity simulation results 
(King et al. 2012)

MST radial measurements of parallel 
velocity (Kuritsyn et al. 2009)
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Our two-fluid model indicates the inclusion of the Hall 
term in the generalized Ohm's Law and the ion stress 

tensor in the momentum equation.
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• Force-free equilibrium                                   -->

• The plots are for anti-parallel current (typical in MST)

• There is a small radial pinch flow for the Ohmic steady-state

We simulated a paramagnetic pinch equilibrium, a 
non-reversed Ohmic steady-state. Reversal occurs 

dynamically in the simulation.
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Between sawteeth the parallel flow profile appears to 
be significant and its inclusion in simulation would be a 

better approximation of experiment.

• Simulations w/o background flow, an axial flow only, and a 
parallel flow profile were performed

MST Parallel Flow Measurements 
(Brower TTF Workshop 4/12/12)
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Two-fluid physics without ion gyroviscosity increases 
the growth rate relative to resistive MHD, but with ion 

gyroviscosity it is reduced.
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No Background Flow
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Simulations with current parallel and anti-parallel to 
mean magnetic field were run through the field 

reversal and first relaxation event.

• The spectral index measures m=1 mode spectrum (N
S
=1 is pure single-helicity)

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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During the relaxation event the flows are driven in 
opposite directions for the two polarities.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• This was the expected result, but it is inconsistent with 
what we believe the experimental results demonstrate
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The Maxwell stress is dominant in the core and is 
responsible for the generation of flows there, although 

the Reynolds stress acts against it elsewhere.
Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)

Peak N
s

Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Axial Background Flow
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Simulations with axial flow display qualitatively 
different dynamics after the initial relaxation event.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• Deeper reversal in initial relaxation with anti-parallel current

• More spectral activity in the parallel current case after the 
initial relaxation event
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The core flows relax initially in both cases in the single-
helicity phase but the first relaxation event still drives 

flows in opposite directions.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• The flows generated during the relaxation event are 
consistent with the previous simulations without 
background flow
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The core flow dynamics are again dominated by the 
Maxwell stress, although the Reynolds stress competes 

with it in the mid-radius to edge region.
Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)

Peak N
s

Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Parallel Background Flow
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Simulations with parallel flow profile exhibit reversal at 
different times due to the differences in linear growth 

rates.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• Much deeper reversal in initial relaxation with anti-parallel 
current, and more subsequent spectral activity
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In the single-helicity phase the core flows are 
enhanced in both cases, but the relaxation event 

generates flows as before.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• Again the relaxation event generates flows in opposite 
directions, again there is a discrepancy with experiment
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The Maxwell stress is again dominant in the core and 
determines the generation of flows.

Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)

Peak N
s

Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Conclusions and Future Work

• In all cases considered, the core flows are generated in the 
direction of the dominant Maxwell force and is determined 
by the orientation of J

• The addition of a background flow profile alters the linear 
growth rates but does not significantly affect the nonlinear 
dynamics to explain the inconsistencies with experiment

• The contribution of the ion gyroviscous stress tensor to the 
parallel momentum equation has yet to be analyzed in 
these cases and may provide greater insight

• Higher current drive cases to better match experiment are 
also in progress
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Preliminary Higher Current Drive Cases
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Higher current drive with the same flows increases the 
growth rate by about a factor of 2 in all cases.
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With higher current drive, field reversal occurs in the 
single-helicity phase.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• Unfortunately, simulations have not yet reached the 
nonlinear phase but computations are continuing
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Modest flow generation occurs during the field reversal 
event in the absence of nonlinear dynamics.

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)

• It is not clear how the nonlinear dynamics will impact flow 
generation in these higher drive cases, although the 
previous result is expected
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Extra Slides
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Global Flows w/o Background Flow

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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Global Flows w/ Axial Flow

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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Global Flows w/ Parabolic Flow

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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The background flow profile breaks the symmetry 
observed previously in the parallel flow dynamics.

Parallel 
Current

Anti-parallel 
Current (MST)

No Axial 
Flow

Axial 
Flow
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Dynamo Terms w/o Background Flow

Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)

Peak N
s

Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Dynamo Terms w/ Axial Flow

Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Dynamo Terms w/ Parallel Flow

Parallel Current

Anti-parallel Current (MST)

Peak N
s

Initial Reversal (F=0) Deepest Reversal
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Flows w/ Axial Flow

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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Flows w/ Parallel Flow

Parallel Current Anti-parallel Current (MST)
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